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  JOTTER PAD

ACROSS

 1 Network supplying power brand of vehicle 
(6)
 4 Attempt to restrict one cunning form of 
government by a few (8)
 9 Restrict soldiers at home repeatedly (4,2)
 10 Aim of those dyeing hair? Let’s not be 
nasty! (2,2,4)
 12 Like a mirror offering great views maybe 
— but no cat reflected in it! (8)
 13 Emerging from Thessalonica, the national 
goddess (6)
 15 Fruit something squishy? Chop off front 
bit (4)
 16 One’s often raised game after inconclusive 
result (10)
 19 Ultimately you cannot act badly as 
someone dealing with money (10)
 20 Post — preserve with touch of bitumen (4)
 23 After deficiency, you set about servant (6)
 25 In a little time gather very English group 
to support cause (8)
 27 Omen gets mistaken for precious object 
(8)
 28 Punishment for caging the Spanish 
moggy? (6)
 29 Spies little fellow and expresses sorrow (8)
 30 Garish old carriage with wooden interior 
(6)

DOWN

 1 Soldier’s nothing left to provide cover (7)
 2 I’m pierced, suffering  in outer layer of skin 
(9)
 3 One-off HE establishment — what you get 
in Paris (6)
 5 Beginning to be a fine England cricketer 
(4)
 6 After drink a Conservative becomes 
unpredictable (8)
 7 East End gangster brothers reportedly in 
frenzy (5)
 8 By Jove, fellow’s travelling north some 
distance! (7)
 11 Orange transport for conveying book 
collection (7)
 14 Actress cutting final performance short (7)
 17 People who are a bit too ‘sugary’? (9)
 18 Search with soldiers to get hold of a 
Roman official (8)
 19 Said everything with nasty edge (7)
 21 One that’s charged with infliction of 
violence (7)
 22 Noisy festivities including a show (6)
 24 Political groups providing money, mostly 
to accommodate politician (5)
 26 Enthusiastic knight moving forward? This 
is bent before monarch (4)
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